Visualizing office space into zones is one method to better manage workflow, according to Sorting Things Out founder Noreen Cooper Heavlin.

Coastsiders call in backup to

sort things out

Professional organizers
create order out of chaos
By Lily Bixler
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B

ree Luther’s home office
was backed up and spilling over with papers and
clutter, and she knew she
needed help. Balancing
life as a single mother
of two and managing
her El Granada home
was proving difficult.
When an opportunity arose, Luther bid
at a school auction for Noreen Cooper Heavlin’s professional organizing
services.
Together the women devised a file
system with a place for mail, coupons
and bills.
“I can’t imagine life without Noreen
… She keeps me organized and ahead
of the game in my office,” Luther said of
her five years using Heavlin’s business,
Sorting Things Out, once per month.
Heavlin is one of 142 professional organizers in the Bay Area chapter of the
National Association of Professional Organizers. Founded in
1985, the national industry association has more than 4,000
organizers across the country.
Part of the surge in professional organizing is in response to
popular television shows like “Clean Sweep,” “Life Laundry,”
“Hoarders” and magazines like Real Simple.
Through the shows, people learned there were professionals who could help with clutter problems, said National Association of Professional Organizers Bay Area spokeswoman
Mary Ann Pate.
“Once that started happening, we saw a lot of people coming to our industry from the business world and high tech
world,” Pate said. “What we’ve seen recently is that there are
a lot of people interested in productivity,” something professional organizers can help clients develop.
Six years ago, Heavlin was ready to return to the workforce
after caring for her son. She shelved her master’s degree in
library and information sciences to jumpstart Sorting Things
Out. Now she helps about 20 clients in the Bay Area with
projects spanning from devising organizational systems for
businesses and cleaning out cluttered garages to filing electronic documents on a computer.
Professional organizers come in all forms. They specialize
in things like estates, finances, electronics, offices, time management, closets, warehouses and home staging. The service
can cost anywhere from $25 to $200 per hour. Heavlin admits
her lone salary wouldn’t be enough for her family to live on in
the Bay Area but says it’s something she loves doing.
Business varies with the time of year, and, as professional
organizers have found in recent years, people are less likely to
call on a professional organizer.
“If you have a leak in your roof or your toilet is overflowing,

After working with an organizer for five years, Bree Luther’s home office
remains a workable space. One way to achieve method out of madness
is to file folders in transparent, transportable bins.

Tips from the professionals:
t Imagine the life you want to live and then think
about how you want to use each room and each item
and ask, “Does this support the life I want to live?”
t When possible go paperless with your documents.
Use scanners to ease the paper clutter and file electronically.
t Using portable, wheeled file cabinets for ongoing
projects ensures filing is never out-of-sight, out-ofmind.
t Use see-through folders so you can file something
but quickly identify the file’s content.
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MARBLE & STONE SOLUTIONS

The First Step in Making Your Dreams Come True…
Milo Tikvica
408.288.5330 | Cell: 408.219.0382

Fax: 408.288.5336 | marbleandstonesolutions.com
Marble and Stone Solutions is a collaboration of three
owners, each bringing years of experience to ensure
the very best quality and craftsmanship in all our
natural stone installations. Our business philosphy is
simple; treat each customer as our only customer. With
that rule in mind, Marble and Stone solutions is more
than happy to collaborate with our customers, to turn
their visions into reality. Marble and Stone solutions
help customers hand select material, customize layouts
and bring helpful insight to make sure your project
stays on schedule and ensure the best install.
From the day we opened, our goal was to make
sure we produced the highest quality counters in

competitive time frames, to allow your dream kitchen
or bath to come true. To do this, we have only hired the
best workers in the industry. To date, Marble and Stone
Solutions has never lost a lead fabricator, installer or
templetor. This means the contractor, designer, or
homeowner is only working with an experienced
employee. Not only do we hire the best employees,
but one of the owners will personally be involved in
your project.
Marble and Stone Solutions works with all different
types of stones including Caesarstone, Silestone,
Zodiac, and Ice Stone and is willing to work with you
to turn your dream home into reality.
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Where did that one paper go? Professional organizers are in the business of transforming clutter into order.
Courtesy of Jeri Dansky.

you have to call a roofer or plumber, but,
Heavlin asked the client.
trived categories like “Cultivation.”
if you have a really crowded office, people
“Oh, this is really important — it’s a
When asked for a user-friendly name
can make up excuses,” Heavlin said.
survey (response) I need to enter into the for the “Stewardship” file, the client
“They’ll just close the door to the room.”
computer,” the development director said. stalled. She laughed it off before saying,
During a recent visit to a new client’s
“So there are actions that need to hap“I’ll call it … I don’t know … I have to be
home in El Granada, Heavlin stands at
pen …” Heavlin said, pulling out a Post-it coached!”
a desk stacked high with stray papers to
note to jot down the necessary action
Heavlin works with her clients to find
explain one of the basic principals of ofbefore moving to the next paper.
the root source of their organizational
fice organization.
When Heavlin asked her client what
problem and figure out why their current
“Zone 1 is while you’re sitting
approach isn’t working for them.
at your desk, anything you need
An organizational problem is
to access daily,” she said, standgenerally a symptom of other
ing above the desk and indicatissues: Sometimes it’s a life
ing the region an arm’s length
change like a divorce, death or
from the chair. “People waste
a cross-country move. Other
time walking across the room
times, disorganization stems
to get something they use every
from learning differences like
day.”
attention deficit disorder, brain
She went on to explain that
injures, or simply the artistic
Jeri dansky, professional organizer
Zone 2, holding items used
types or those with less linear
regularly, is the area a few steps
thinking.
from the desk; Zone 3 materiWhen Heavlin meets a new
als, like reference books and archives,
category they could create to start a file
client whom she suspects suffers from
can be stored across the room; Zone 4 is
for related documents, it took several
one of the more serious ailments, she
reserved for taxes and should be filed in
minutes for the client to think of a worksuggest resources so they can seek
storage.
ing file name.
help for the underlying problem. (For
Once this basic concept is established,
Difficultly in recognizing how to
example, the Mental Health Association
Heavlin sits down to file papers with her
categorize is one of the problems ADD
of San Francisco offers a free treatment
client, a Coastside development director
people encounter, Heavlin said.
and support group for hoarders, and the
suffering from attention deficit disorder
“The distractibility prevents them from Institute for Challenging Disorganization
who didn’t want to be identified for fear
doing tedious tasks that require attention, is another resource.)
of the stigma associated with ADD.
like filing,” Heavlin said.
But dealing with the underlying reason
The client spends hours keeping her
Finally they decided on “muttering
for disorganization can be where the
life in order. “It’s like you have to work
file” categories, meaning a quirky phrase
real organizational metamorphosis takes
three times as hard to reach the same
that comes easily to mind. The client
place.
level as everyone else,” she said.
thought up a few, including, “People to
Perhaps the most extreme cases are
“Where did this paper come from?”
Schmooze,” instead of the business conHeavlin’s hoarder clients.

“I don’t want to use a
Hazmat suit … I know
some organizers who
have to wear those.”
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Specializing in Custom Shower
Enclosures ... Free Estimates!
Showroom: M-F 8am-5pm | Sat. 10am-2pm
1160 Industrial Road #10, San Carlos (650) 593-6997 cbshowers.com

W I N D O W F I L M I N S TA L L AT I O N

your local resource for green living
• Find out how to recycle or reuse
almost anything
• Search for green product retailers
• Take a free composting class
• Learn about energy efficiency
• Attend a lecture, events & more!
free hotline:

1-888-442-2666
find recycling locations. search the databases at:

www.RecycleWorks.org
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Films block up to 99% of ultraviolet light, which helps preserve furnishings
Reduces solar heat and glare, improving the comfort of your home.
Protect the interior from glass breakage dangers.

(650) 728-7097
info@vinyldesignyl.com | www.VinylDesignyl.com | CA Lic No. 828146

Heavlin tries not to take on hoarders because
their psychological fears of letting things go
make them difficult to work with. Still, Heavlin
estimates 20 percent of her clients are hoarders.
One technique of Coastsider Jeri Dansky, who
has been a professional organizer for more than
six years, is to relieve her clients of their excess
stuff by taking it away herself.
“If it fits in my Prius, I’ll take it away,” she
said.
Dansky rarely works with hoarders or those
whom she describes as holding on to things
most everyone would think of as useless, like an
empty pizza box.
“I don’t want to use a Hazmat suit … I know
some organizers who have to wear those,” she
said.
Media depictions of disorders like hoarding
raise awareness that there are people who can
help, but the coverage also paints an inaccurate
picture of what organizers do, she said.
Sometimes working with a hoarder doesn’t
result in a 180-degree change. For example,
Dansky spent five hours with a hoarder once
and the client ended up only being able to part
with two small bags of stuff.
Heavlin spoke of one hoarder client who had
an e-Bay addiction. The house was extremely
cluttered, and, like many hoarders, there were
pathways through the house.
“There’s anxiety around (getting rid of
stuff)… They’ve been suffocating in their clutter,
and just to have that open space really transforms people on many levels,” Heavlin said.
Before Heavlin starts working with hoarders,
she establishes rules.
“Like if we’re cleaning out a fridge, we say the
rule that if there is mold on anything, it goes
out, or anything beyond its date,” she said.
But even with rules, Heavlin has to argue with
her clients to convince them to get past their
neurosis. Ultimately, a little bit of these neuroses
can be found in most people.
“Everyone has something that they might
over collect,” she said. “The most typical person
... there might be something in the kitchen or
closet that needs to be paired down.”
This is particularly true as people become
more environmentally conscious and aware that
belongings collecting dust can be donated or
recycled.
“I often think there is just too much stuff in
the world, especially in this country,” Heavlin
said. “People consume, which helps the economy, but there is an intensity of over consumption. People don’t take the time to clear out the
stuff they’re no longer using.” 1

Noreen Cooper Heavlin usually initiates the organizational process by helping her clients
decide on the necessary tools. Portable file cabinets, literature organizers and cork boards
are often useful for sorting out life.
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